August
Question: Hey Nic, I do not believe that you actually gescha already 100 days. And
despite all your wounds. I am...(2017-08-11 20:34)
Hey Nic, I can not believe that you have actually done the 100 days. And that despite all your injuries.
I'm really jealous (even if I do not want to be on my own hahaha), I'm so proud and happy that you still
have so much fun. What I read and see on the pictures is really impressive. 100 days !! I knew you could
do it. Even if I miss you I'm glad to know you:) A few super Minion yellow greetings Nina: - *
Hey Nina! So sweet! Thank you! I miss you and the other gang too!
Frodo and I have just come from the 100-mile wilderness. Tomorrow is rest day, then 1 day to the foot
of Mt. Kathadin and Monday is the north ended with a furious finale. if everything works out I will post
the pictures of the last few days, when I am back in civilization. At the moment, I am happy when the
text goes through.
Health wise, I am tired, but my rib is only sore when sneezing and coughing, the muscle tear on the left
is completely healed, the knee problem on the left I was able to tape, is almost completely gone and that
my feet for almost 4 months constantly hurt, I hope another pair of shoes for the South half.
I am glad that thanks to Al I have the opportunity to cure myself for a few days before moving on ...

Question: Hello Nicole, in the last week we have your Mu he visited Oester Wurth and
spent some nice days on the coast .... (2017-08-11 20:37)
Hello Nicole, in the last week we visited your Ma in Österwurth and spent some nice days at the North
Sea. I wish you a great tour and many new impressions. At some point we will see each other again at
Bärbel. Greetings Gerda
Hi Gerda,
great that you have a nice time at Bärbel ha et. I plan that too when my adventure is over here And yes,
that's how we do it, I would be happy

Photo: Day 116Yes !!! As we have it gescha
Al, of the Baxter Stare Park ... (2017-08-14 23:21)

Today it was in bright sunshine come:

Day 116
Yes !!!
We did it!
Today it was in bright sunshine: Al, who came to the Baxter Stare Park, is with Moving Target, Mix
and me (and Frodo) a piece of hike up, before he is down again because of his fear of heights and all
three of us to our Ans egen has collected again.
Kathadin was rough. At the top we queued to shoot the summit photo, but it was a good dream, and
especially those who finished the whole AT got lots of applause and congratulations,
On the way down I just slipped once and landed on the elbows, but for the conditions that was really
good

We are now in the town of Millinocket, have eaten excellent (including ice cream!) And now enjoy the
comforts of a motel before we drive to Bar Habor for a holiday tomorrow.
I will complete the blog with the missing entries in the next few days, have some patience!

Trail Snail on vacation in Maine

Photo: Day103 Yeah, derTagandemwirErnstmachen! Wirgehenindiemenschenleere,
zivisila onsfreie and inaccessible wilderness where ...(2017-08-15 07:32)

Day 103
Yeah, this day we are serious! We walk into the deserted, civilian, inaccessible and inaccessible
wilderness, where we see moose and bears on every corner! 100 miles long! At least that's what we
imagined. The fact was that nowhere have we met so many other hikers on the trail that even here, again
and again engine sounds were heard and the trail is better maintained than in some places in
Pennsylvania or Vermont.
However, it is a very nice section, and I was glad we gave ourselves so much time for it..

Photo: Day 103 Es was a very varied first day in the wilderness, and as you can see, ha s
we great one he egswe and ... (2017-08-15 07:39)

Day 103
It was a very varied first day in the wild and as you can see, we had a great weatherr he did and not too
many mosquitoes.
What makes it so beautiful here is all the water! Most are small lakes and swamps and in the first section
there are a few hills and mountains that allow a view.

Photo: Day 104 Am next day ha s Moving Target, Frodo and I Bilderbuchwe he and
were on the mountains with wonderful ... (2017-08-15 07:53)

Day 104
The next day Moving Target, Frodo and I had picture books and were rewarded with wonderful views
on the mountains. The completeness, I also have a picture of the actual trail with it. The white color
mark on the tree indicates where the path exactly disappears
Unfortunately, the old Fire tower was no longer available as a viewing platform, but the base frame was
still standing.

Photo: Day 105 Wir ha s luck! Also on this day the sun shone While hanging morning
among us of the fog, but by ...(2017-08-15 08:09)

Day 105
We are lucky! Also on this day the sun was shining
Although the fog hung in the morning under us, it was nice until it was all right. We used that to harvest
the blueberry
Especially on the crests is just harvest time and we like to help the little birds and bears a bit, as they
obviously cannot eat everything alone

Li u: yes, the little brown down there is the signpost to the left, so this pile of rubble is the official Abs
eg of Mt. Chairback.

Photo: Day 106 Regentag. We have taken a trip to the Gulf Hagas Gorge to waterfalls
from below, from above and from ...(2017-08-15 08:35)

Day 106
Rainy day.
We made a detour to Gulf Hagas Gorge to photograph waterfalls from below, from above and from the
side.
This detour cost us half a day, so I arrived at the next resupply on day 7 of the wilderness with exactly
one gummy worm (here there are gummy bears as worms! Hhmm). Thanks to the Peanut butter, which
I always have with me, this extension was not an issue.
The colorful berries are the result of flowering plants and the red ones are bunchberries.
Re u: that's Moose poop. It was lying on one hill everywhere. But we did not come closer to a moose

Question: All the best for the furious finale at best hope We him! Fe there fingers
crossed !!! Love, Frank(2017-08-15 22:00)
All the best for the furious finale, hopefully the best! It is thudding !!! Greetings, Frank fingers crossed
helped

Question: Hello Nicole, madness ... because you almost gescha the first part of your big
trip, you're really mad !!! I am always...(2017-08-15 22:14)
Hello Nicole, madness ... because you have the 1st part of your great trip almost finished, you're really
crazy! I'm still impressed every time I read here :-). Let it go well, I think it's really nice that Al and his
wife take care of you like this :-). Here it is getting autumnal, in September I'm on vacation - we're fine!
Feel hugged, Brigi e
Hey Brigi e, nice to hear from you! I hope you enjoy the summer a bit and in September very special!
Today I bathed my feet in the Atlantic.

In about one week I'm back on the AT, but then south to Georgia to Springer Mountain.
But now is only holidays

Question: CONGRATULATIONS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MAB(2017-08-15
22:15)

mab-sissi: CONGRATULATIONS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! MAB
Daaannkkee !!!!

Photo: Day 107Halbzeit! Yes, it was not only the remains Kollek on our bars, but we
were to celebrate the day krea v. Image...(2017-08-15 22:42)

Day 107
Half way! Yes, that was not just the rest of our bars, but we were to celebrate the day. Picture Rotate 90
degrees by 90 degrees. We have the halves of the 2189.8 miles of the AT.
In the morning it was winded and rained, which has grown into storm-ridden cross-rain on the bare last
mountain of the wilderness. So nothing was overlooking at Kathadin or anything else. Right hand in
front of your eyes
When we went down the mountain, it got better, the mosquitoes came out and we walked in the jungle
climate until the evening to a beach, where there was nobody but us and the leeches. That was very nice
!!! Sometimes you have to be lucky too

Question: Full fe e congratulations (also on Frodo) !!! Insanity performance despite all
the injuries! Enjoy the days off on Atlan k !! ...(2017-08-16 08:05)
Congratulations (also to Frodo) !!! Insanity performance despite all the injuries! Enjoy the days off
Atlantic !! Best regards, Frank
Hey, thanks! You have a lot of fun in Bella Italia!
LG Trail Snail on the beach

Photo: Day 108 Es was a rich ger Joywalk! The trail was easy, we ha s an old and thus
high and open forest and lots of ...(2017-08-16 08:54)

Day 108
It was a rich Joy walk! The trail was easy, we have an old and thus high and open forest and plenty of
water! Absolutely beautiful!
At the end of the day, we got a lot of hustle and bustle by scout groups and just a lot of hikers to a remote
beach and have pitched our camp there.
Above was photographed directly from my tent, as I was waiting for my food.

Trail's favorite food: (2017-08-16 16:49)
Have I ever heard of a typical Hiker dinner?
Most people eat "ramen" (Asian noodle soup wrap) with mashed potatoes, sausage, tuna, outdoor dishes
... whatever you find and like.

My favorite food is "Mac & Cheese" (noodles with cheese sauce), also available in organic
So: pack pasta in ziplock bag. Water briefly in the pot until boiling. Pour water into the ziplock bag once well stir - and stuff full bag into a pot. Let stand for 15 minutes. During this time you can lunch on
a candy bar or pack the next day and try the dessert. or shoot a photo from the tent ...
Then add cheese sauce powder and tuna in Ziplock and stir well.
The food from the bag takes getting used to and is not nice, but saves the dishes
I eat it every other day and still like it

Photo: Day 108Yeah 1,100 miles from 2189.8 are gescha
Shells and pebbles, which he at ... (2017-08-16 17:07)

, The most we have Frodo

Day 108
Yeah, 1,100 miles from 2,189.8 are done. We have the most
Frodo has put mussel shells and pebbles he found on the beach to our monument. Was not he krea v
!? Above all, there was a star photo today! He waves a lot

Question: Halftime - Juhuuuu! Thank Glüchwunsch, I'm happy for you :-). Enjoy some
vacation, Atlan k sounds great !!! Can you...(2017-08-17 10:36)
Half way - Juhuuuu! Congratulations, I'm happy for you :-). Enjoy some vacation, Atlantic sounds great
!!! Can you actually renew the visa, will you get along with the time? Take it easy: - * Brigi e
Thank you thank you
No, I am not getting along with the time, I will try to get a visa extension. Let it go well with you. ...

Question: DasistganzschönArbeitsoeinenBlogzupflegen.
AbersobeginntderBürotagfürmichperfekt with the latest news from the AT! ...(2017-08-17
10:41)

That's a lot of work to maintain such a blog. But this is how the office day for me starts perfectly with
the latest news from the AT! :-) I wish you a good start for the southern part! I'm going to Italy tomorrow
and there's probably pizza every day! ;-) Greetings, Frank
Oh yes, I've been sitting here for 2 hours, but either Tumblr does not work or the WiFi is overloaded
and nothing is working, annoying, but I still have a few days in civilization. Have a great vacation, let
it rip! (only figuratively !!!).
Have fun in Bella Italia.

Photo: Day 109Das was the day when we could finally see our goal. Mount Kathadin in
glorious We here in he ...(2017-08-17 23:04)

Day 109
That was the day we finally saw our goal. Mount Kathadin at its best here in the background.
That was the day when I arrived at the next resupply / hostel with only one gummy worm. After 6 days
in the wild, my food bag was empty.

Photo: Day 109Ich I once photographed you a very nice "Privy". Each shelter has its
outhouse here and some are ...(2017-08-17 23:16)

Day 109
I photographed for you a very nice "Privy". Every shelter has its outhouse and some are composting.
They do not usually do that, and here too I bow to the volunteers who take care of the maintenance.
The trail was also very nice. The beams over the mud holes in good shape and sometimes very easy.

Photo: Day 109Wir are just a couple of miles walked (Nearo) before we arrived at the
dock of Whitehouse Landing (Re u). There...(2017-08-17 23:23)

Day 109
We hiked only a few miles (Nearo) before arriving at the dock of White House Landing (Re u). There
was a radio to call the owner, who then drove over with his small motor boat.

Photo: Day 110Zeroday. We have to "waste" some time for us to our appointments with
Moving Targets wife and on my side with Al ...(2017-08-17 23:36)

Day 110
Zero day. We need to "waste" some time so that we can make our appointments with Moving Target's
wife and on my side with Al at Mt. Kathadin. What could be better than spending a day sunbathing by
the lake in this beautifully situated hillside facility!?!
Re o: there are such huge, great trees here. I find it really impressive. Even if I do not get to see a moose,
it's just beautiful here.

Photo: Day 111 and again a SeeWir were so swim at our small private beach before
moving target and mix the ... (2017-08-17 23:52)

Day 111
And another lake
So we had a swim at our small private beach before Moving Target and Mix discovered the many
mussels in the lake. They cooked it, tried it and left the others free. Because we stopped early, Moving
Target launched a mussel race. They are actually moving! And not that slow.
Our small private beach was unfortunately overrun by a youth group and a few section hikers. There
was radio music for everyone that evening!

Photo: Day 112 Trotz of the many people in our small private beach, nothing could
detract from the super beautiful sunrise .... (2017-08-18 00:05)

Day 112
Despite the many people on our small private beach, nothing could detract from the super beautiful
sunrise. At 6 in the morning the world is still fine
Re: this boulder looks like a snail, right?
Li: Well, some photographers will not notice the exposure. So I'm not recognizable, but Kathadin,
around which everything revolves, can be seen in the background.

Photo: Day 112Li o:
have our

agspause our site for Wed.

Tents / Hängema e again on a lake ... (2017-08-18 00:12)

Re u:

In the evening we

Day 112
Li o: our place for the night.
Re u: In the evening we were able to pitch our tents / hammocks back to a lake. The beaver and the most
monstrous leeches I've ever seen swam in it. It was too cold to swim anyway, so there was only a
washcloth bath

Photo: Day113 LetzterTaginder100milewilderness. Underfingsomärchenha on!
Direktvonunserem campsite, as we in the morning ...(2017-08-18 22:23)

Day 113
Last day in the 100 mile wilderness. And it began such a fairytale! Directly from our campsite, when
we packed up the tents in the morning, the sun rose over Mt. K. Good omen! Before we ran into a rain
front, there were Blueberries on the rocky crests. Another lake on the edge and after 13 miles I am
standing at Abol Bridge, where we have seen cars again for the first time in 10 days.

Photo: Day 114 Zeroday! We spent a day dining at the campsite, because you only have
a Night in Baxter State Park ... (2017-08-19 00:12)

Day 114
Zeroday! We spent a day dining at the campsite because you only spent one night at Baxter State Park
and we wanted to climb Kathadin only the day after next. We rented the most expensive wooden cabin
in the world with 3 double beds and no space for anything, just to stay dry for the luxury, it was very
gray and rainy. Best time to rest and eat. Fortunately, there was the best ice cream I've tasted here.

Photo: Day 115 Am next morning we hinmarschiert only in the fog and in bright
sunshine in our target Mountain. ...(2017-08-19 09:23)

Day 115
The next morning, we first walked in the fog and then in bright sunshine to our destination mountain.
The park has great scenery and strong rules. We had to register with a ranger to get permission to climb
the mountain. We also had to register at the border to the park to get to the Hiker campsite at the foot of
the mountain. As a rule, whoever comes first gets one of the 12 places. We were at the list at 6:20 am
and were number 9, 10 and 11. The first hiker had already registered at 4:10 am this morning.
But in the evening, we could already see our summit from the site.

Photo: Day 116 Al was on time already packed around 6:30 am at the parking of the
campsite and we were and hikingbereit to DEN Berg ... (2017-08-19 23:58)

Day 116
Al was punctual at half past six in the parking lot of the campsite and we were already packed and ready
to go hiking to the mountain of the AT. So we loaded the heavy stuff in Al's car and are carrying long
things, rain gear, lamp (for the no all), water, lunch and in my case: gummy worms in our backpacks
We were not the only ones who wanted to get up there, but Al turned around. Sadly, at the steepest
places his fear of heights got through and he is the other way around.
We went on hiking and hiking and reached the summit in sunny weather and very fresh wind. K A T H
A D I N !!! the end of North! Maine to the end! The harder half is over! From now on it goes in a
southerly direction, from Harpers Ferry to Georgia, Springer Mountain. Yeah, we did it! The way down
was still pretty exciting and then we drove to Millinocket with Al, who has collected us all in the park.
Quickly, in the car The dinner was super good to celebrate the day. I tried lobster, but it was not my cup of tea
, But the ice cream was good afterwards
The evening ended with an overnight stay in the motel.

Photo:
at his

Day 116 Einmal Kathadin Baxter Peak up and down again. Figure 1 shows Al

Turning point. The mountain is "only" 5,289 feet ...(2017-08-20 00:36)

Day 116
Once Kathadin Baxter Peak up and down again. Picture 1 shows Al at his turning point. The mountain
is "only" 5289 feet high, but so far in the north, it's just a bit rougher. Frodo moaned that it was so cold
....

Photo: Day 117-119 AcadiaMein holiday with Al in Acadia Na onal Park was great. Al
was already there and we have practically everything sch ...(2017-08-20 23:20)

Day 117-119 Acadia
My vacation with Al at Acadia National Park was great. Al was already there and so we have practically
everything worked out in 2 days. Pretty impressive was the great beach. The water temperature was also
impressive for mid August: I quickly froze my feet. No good to swim.

Photo: Day 117 – 119 THE Landscha is just beautiful up there. On the first day of the
fog came ashore rolled what looked wrong, but ...(2017-08-20 23:34)

Day 117 - 119T The scenery up there is just beautiful.
On the first day the fog came rolling on land, which looked crazy but did not give good photos. So we
have only a short view of Cadillac Mountain, the morning gets the first rays of sunlight from all over
the USA. Even Kathadin (90 miles) was briefly seen.
On the second day the sun was shining and we made a tour of the park where the pictures above were
taken ...

Photo: Day 117 - 119Unser Ac on course program consisted of lots of sea food eat
whatever they cash
Floating Harbor on the tip .... (2017-08-20 23:48)

Day 117 – 119
Of course, our program consisted of eating a lot of sea food, which takes them to the extreme in Bar
Harbor. Lobster Ice Cream! I tried it, but you can see that I was not that enthusiastic
The other photos were taken during the whale watching tour. I really enjoyed the ride, we also saw a
minke whale and 2 seals as well as some dolphins and puffins. It was freezing cold on the upper deck,
but the sun was shining and there were a few waves and no trees in the foreground, which was a great
change!

Photo: Day 120 – 122 Eigentlich we wanted seakajaken go on Thursday yet, the tour but
unfortunately due to high waves ... (2017-08-21 00:11)

Day 120-122
Actually, we wanted to go sea kayaking on Thursday, but unfortunately the tour was canceled due to
high waves. So we drove Thursday and Friday to Manassas, where Al and Dolora live. It's about 1 hour
from Harpers Ferry and right next to Washington, so running errands of whatever kind is not a problem
thanks to Al's help.
Since Al and I want to hike on a bit together, he is currently in the preparations.
I've already ordered shoes, got a rain jacket, and set up a food supply so that Al or Dolora will not have
to shop that much if they send me a package. Finally, there are about 3 months left
If we are not preparing, we are at the pool, which is very pleasant at 30 degrees with humidity. Besides,
my wounded feet like the alternative movement
Today we have even grilled hamburgers at the pool and Dolora has made fine salads. Hhhmmm!
As an afterthought, there was Smores, a local dish of crackers, chocolates and grilled marshmallows. A
bit sticky, but totally delicious!

Question: Hi Nic, my congratulations on your superb performance !! The photos are
very nice and give a good idea of what you so ...(2017-08-21 08:53)
Hi Nic, my congratulations for your great performance !! The photos are beautiful and give a good idea
of what you can do. Greetings from Angela :-))
Dear Angela, nice to hear from you, thank you!

I hope You are fine. As you can see, I'm just taking a break, and wish you have that luxury as well.
Frodo says pausing is not a luxury but necessity, has turned around and continues to snore ... maybe he's
right
Greetings from Manassas, Nicole

Question: Hey Nicole! Looks like you're having a lot of fun. You go girl! Thought you
might like to know ... remember did project I was ...(2017-08-21 08:59)
Hey Nicole! Looks like you're having a lot of fun. You go girl! Thought you might like to know ...
remember did project I was working on? I closed the deal last Friday! ;-)
Wow, really!?! Congratulations to you and the team! I wish you a lot of success with this! Thank you
for le ng me know.

Photo: Day 123 Der day was marked by the kayaks. Al has charged the boats and
Dolora has compiled the fine picnic and ...(2017-08-22 09:13)

Day 123
The day was dedicated to the kayak. Al has loaded the boats and Dolora has put together the fine picnic
and off to Silver Lake in the park. It was really hot and humid, but we paddled and had a great picnic
afterwards. However, I understand better here why someone can develop in this climate to the couch
potato.
I am glad that Al and Dolora are so active and brave the climate.

Today was a solar eclipse, unfortunately, it was very cloudy at the time, but the hype surrounding the
incident was very large here.
In the evening I started with the application for an extension of my visa. As you might expect: great fun

Day 124 (2017-08-23 01:38)
Uh, hot here, but we were still busy.
Flop: After I cannot switch to Verizon, the network provider does not work with my smartphone,
Top: Al has generously suggested that I may use his "old" phone.
I've just seen that I have to set up a cell phone again and the passwords and the Aps and...... I was angry
that they do such nonsense.
After working on the extension request and sending it away, we went shopping in 4 stores so I could get
my favorite food and organic gum worms and stuff. Thank goodness I had a knowledgeable and patient
guide and driver
Then we were swimming and then eating delicious tacos that was very nice and a free-air concert was
free for ice cream with it. The guys played good country / folk and blues music, matching the warm
weather and the sounds of the cicadas. Was a nice atmosphere.
In the evening I sewed on my gaiters only to then realize that my great new shoes are not gaiter-friendly.
Of course, I still tried to glue the Velcro. I'm curious if that holds.
In addition, we have sprayed our clothes with chemicals, so that the ticks do not want us. I also made a
new wind protection made of aluminum and started putting out my things, which I want to take
Thursday.
The tailor had sewn my shorts on the butt and I had the zippers on the side pockets of my long pants
completely taken out, so that the hip belt causes me no more bruises.
My feet are slowly recovering. My soles are almost completely fine and the right Achilles tendon has
also largely recovered. Only on the left she is still bothering me, but I think the low shoes do her good.
I am recovering very well here and enjoy the time here very much. But I am also looking forward to the
AT and the South again

Question: Hi Nic, by the way: against mosquitoes, ticks and other critters hil coconut oil.
Since then I've even while mowing my peace (and Sissi ...(2017-08-24 08:40)
mab-sissi: Hi Nic, by the way: against mosquitoes, ticks and other critters I use coconut oil. Since then
I have even when mowing my peace (and Sissi too). Yesterday spilled my car. Way and probably have
an apartment in Bernburg :)) wish you good luck on the southern tour and again very best regards to Al
and his wife. If they ever make their way over the Atlantic, they are always with me as a guest just so
gladly seen! lg measure
Hi MaB,
Wow! With you Ac on is announced. I wish that everything fits you and is fun! I'll say Al and Dolora
again.
I could try the coconut oil on Frodo

Coconut oil is extremely popular with the bears and as I enter the bear-active zone now, I will rather
stay with my chemicals. GLG Trail Snail

Photo: Day 125 Ich have to evening ert from morning all the eatables and sor por oniert
and organized so Dolora and on the ... (2017-08-24 20:20)

Day 125
From morning to night, I took care of all the food and organized and organized for Dolora.
So the next mail drops are not so difficult. Then I packed my backpack (that went fast) and then the day
was over ... Day 126
Yeah! Today we went to the south
Dolora made us a nice breakfast and then we went to Harpers Ferry. In the office of the AT Conservancy,
we registered and talked with trail acquaintances, before it went at half past 11 clock really went.

Photo: Day 126 Seht her my Goldta oo? I Janin a German Southbounderin of food that I
am Mt. Washington ...(2017-08-24 20:38)

Day 126
Do you see my gold tattoo? I got a present from Janin, a German Southbounder from Essen, which I
met at Mt. Washington, but now they are together with her boyfriend a bit, but in contrast to Al and me
hiking to the north.
Al and I are over the Shenandoah River and until then Dolora has been with us. Then it was time to say
goodbye and we disappeared in the woods. It was very pleasant to hike today, as we have great (not so
hot and sultry) weather. Also, the trail was okay, not much up and down and moderately many stones.

I have new shoes and have to think of something in terms of inserts. That's not possible otherwise.
Otherwise I have a lot of fun today, it is nice to hike with Al and we go moderate distances (today 9
miles).
In the evening we came to a luxury shelter with terrace, gazebo and porch swing. Al's campsite looked
like this (re o). With bench!

Photo: Day 127 Der We Go it says it continues to be well with us. Sun and clouds and not
too hot There
many people are out here ... (2017-08-27 21:04)

Day 127
The weather continues to do well with us. Sun and clouds and not too hot
There are many people on the trail here, but the trail is rocky but not nasty. However, the Roller
Coaster (roller coaster) starts today. A section of 13.5 miles with up and down and up and down and
....
We have crossed the border from West Virginia to Virginia: only 4 states left !!!
To celebrate the day, we walked to the Horseshoe restaurant nearby and treated ourselves to
hamburgers. There was even salad and a cold coke. Very tasty, the detour was worth it
In the evening we went to stealth (wild) camping. There was another tent set up there, but the guy was
sitting on a camping chair, so in all probability he was not a long-distance hiker.

Question: hi nic, then since you therefore go on a "talweg". I know it from somwhere.
and frodo is also still doing well? from...(2017-08-28 19:58)

mab-sissi: hi nic, then you're on a "valley path" on the way. I know it from somwhere. and Frodo is
also still doing well? The one has not heard of it for a long time. only creeps in and out of the picture.
So then for both this and the next section I cross my fingers. LG MaB
Yes, "Talweg" is doing quite well
However, we have the best trail ever. Just crazy
Frodo is currently sitting relaxed in his bag, enjoying the beautiful old forest around us (almost
without Bugs) and is happy that it does not rain, or is unbearably hot or the bugs are in the majority, or
that it is very bad from the many stone balancing. I hear him from time to time humming. That's all

Photo: Day 128 So, people! From now on we count down! Frodo and I have been 1,189
miles behind us. With many up and downs ...(2017-08-28 20:18)

Day 128
So people! From now on we count down! Frodo and I have 1189 miles behind us. With many ups and
downs in every way
Now there are still 1000, we can do that too, especially as the south section is supposed to be simpler
overall. Many say the South requires 25% of the energy spent and the North 75%. We're coming to the
Shenandoah National Park anyway, which is supposed to be beautiful. Toward the end, the Smokies are
waiting for us with the highest mountain of the AT and again some challenging terrain. Frodo says we'll
definitely pack that, now that we're going down ...
I just hope it does not get too cold.
Li u: These are pretty mushrooms

Photo: Day 128 Huh, Roaller Coaster gescha! The hillocks have summed up quite nicely
with the new shoes, it was ...(2017-08-28 21:46)

Day 128
Huh, Roaller Coaster! The small hills have summed up nicely and with the new shoes it was exciting.
Overall, my feet are doing a little better, but I have to acknowledge it: my feet are not made for hiking..
My left Achilles tendon is inflamed and somehow it does not get any better (weird !!!). I'll try to roll my
sock neck down over my ankle and sew it tight. If it's double over my tendon, it's better. That the toes
go numb is normal, but after all this time still the soles hurt and that's rich . It's better with the new shoes,
but I'm not wearing any more insoles. They do not fit in the shoes. Hope this is good in the long run. By
the way, I wear 1.5 shoe sizes bigger.
What has been greatly improved, the kinking. only very rarely happens and I can well compensate.
My rib has healed. I can sneeze again and swimming is fun again
Physically, I am so well (except for the feet) and mentally it is very relaxed. If now the Visa Renewal
application should no longer hinder my Thru-Hike

Photo: Day 12 9Ich can not believe and still waiting for the bad secti e, but there was no,
or if so, only short positions .... (2017-08-28 22:03)

Day 129
I can hardly believe it and always wait for the bad sections, but there were none, or if so, only short
passages. We have dream trails that are almost 17 miles long. In the evening we arrived at a luxury
shelter. With shower!!!! (Although open air, cold and cabin open to one side, but after 4 days sweating
extremely welcome). Even Frodo has nothing to complain about ...
On one of the open grassy hills today, we were able to help a day trippers with his fine blister thanks to
our pediatric pharmacy. He was happy and so were we

Frodo whines, he also wants to be photographed again, I promised him a Frodo special

Photo: Day 130Trotzdem this great beautiful butterfly was very tattered and he has not
moved much, its beauty ... (2017-08-29 10:51)

Day 130
Despite the fact that this large pretty butterfly was very tattered and he did not move much, its beauty is
impressive and still very visible. He sat on the trail on our short stretch to Front Royal, where we met
Dolora.

Photo: Day 130 ... And they came Ha e the car full of resupply and all sorts of things and
Klamo s that Al and I ... (2017-08-29 11:10)

Day 130
... and she came too
The car is full of resupply and all sorts of things and clothes that Al and I might need for the next section.
... But first we were eating and then we went to Walmart to look for thin insoles for myself , We also
found some that I will test
.Of course, I did not pass the Cheerios and a Lemon Pie without taking them with me
Al and I spent a long time wondering if we should move on the next day or put in a zero. Actually, we
are not fans of complete zeros, because you have to get started again. This is unpleasant and does not
happen when you insert a short day (Nearo). But: the weather forecast has been raining for the whole
following day and we have no chance to stay in the targeted campsite with shower and washing machine
in the Shenandoah Park, as it would be a Labor Day weekend.
So we decided to stay here for two nights in the little hostel. Frodo says you have to celebrate the festivals
as they fall ... Little smartass!

Photo: Day 131 Frodo we SpezialNachdem now have time and because I have promised,
I have Frodo times during a Zero-Day ... (2017-08-29 11:54)

Day 131
Frodo special
Since we have time today and because I promised, I photographically accompanied Frodo during a Zero
Day.
Li o: The hammock was a bit big for him, but he absolutely wanted, he misses the swing on the days
when he is not in his backpack pocket.
Reo: Frodo at work, he has collected the laundry we wanted to wash. So everything we have.
2nd row li: the next legs section must be planned.
(I'm not sure if he can read at all, but he wanted it to look like he's planning it.) 2nd row mi: He finds
fans wherever he goes, and then he comes to mind , Here with Flower-Child.

2nd row Re: ... rocking again ...
Li u: I caught him in the fridge with my Lemon Pie, but he just waved unconcerned. Re u: we then put
together something in the logbook of the hostel (at least he was distracted from the pie and could no
longer do any damage ...)
The outdoor shots were taken yesterday, when it was not raining.
At the moment I'm sitting in the shelter of the little cabin where we are staying and listening to the rain
and splashing outside. Nice! And good that I do not have to get out of there
I do not know if you still remember O-man: I was with him in New York and New Jersey for a while.
He arrived here, too. He was in a little bit of a hurry and now wants to complete slowly with the AT like
most of the other FlipFloppers and Southbounders who have already mastered the north.
Al and I will not be infected by the running around but. We go our pace through the park and the next
two, three mountains after, until Dolora him for the beach holiday on 15 September. picks. I'm looking
forward to it and think it's great that I can hike a bit with Al again.

